AWESOME SAUCE by Benjamin Nay

In the last episode, Dr. Awesome had invented a time machine. After a week of exploring time and space it appears to be missing.

SCHEISS! WHERE DID MY TIME MACHINE GO? I COULD HAVE SWEARN I LEFT IT HERE.

WAH! I BET I LEFT IT SAFE AND SOUND IN MY LAB IN THE 70'S. YEAH... THAT MUST BE IT.

Mmmhh... shh

LET'S GO MAKE OUT WITH JESUS NEXT.

Mmm... Scr appetizing.

SEXY GEEK by Ross Lockwood

Boots, jacket, toque, gloves...

Physics Building

Forecast calls for a low of -5°C with windchill down to -40°C.

Walk outside for 20 seconds...

Students' Union Building

Remove gloves, toque, jacket, boots...

...Repeat in an hour...

LEADER OF THE PACT by Chelsea Hurd

Dinosaurs In Retrospect

Barney

Jurassic Park

???

INSPECTOR MATT'S MYSTERY BOX by Matt Hirji

INSPECTOR MATT'S MYSTERY BOX: Can you spot six (6) differences between these two identical photos?

CHILDREN'S STORIES: CARMEN SANDIEGO by Andrew MacLachlan (CUP, Nexus)